The effect of the long-range part of the Coulomb interactions on the Landau diamagnetism is investigated, applying the collective description of the Coulomb interactions developed by Bohm and Pines. It is shown that the magnitude of the diamagnetic susceptibility slightly increases due to the Coulomb interactions between electrons. § 1. Introduction
The extension of Landau' s 1 > original work on the diamagnetism of a free electron gas has been undertaken by several different methods. The magnetic moment of a free eleci::·on gas consists of non-oscillatory (Landau diamagnetism) and oscillatory (de Haas-van AlFh-~n effect) parts. When the use of a finite container to hold the electrons· is considered, the surface states give rise to size dependent terms in both the oscillatory and non-oscillatory parts of the magnetic moment. The effect brought about by using a finit~ c::mtainer has been paid attention to and has been discussed by several workers. However the effect of the Coulmb interactions between electrons on the diamagnetism has hardly been investigated.
A collective description of the Coulomb interactions in an electron gas has been developed by Bohm and Pines. 2 > The long-range part of the Coulmb interactions between electrons is described in terms of collective fields, representing organized plasma oscillations of the system as a whole. The· Hamiltonian describes these collective fields plus the system of electrons interacting via screened Coulomb forces with a range of the order of the inter electronic distance.
The aim of the present paper is to discuss the effect of the long-range part of the Coulomb interactions on the Landau diamagnetism of a free electron gas, applying the collective description of the Coulmb interactions. In § 2, the collective description of the behavior of the electrons in a magnetic field is introduced. The Hamiltonian, subsidiary conditions and the dispersion formula are derived. In § 3, the current density is calculated to the first order in the magnetic field, applying the perturbation method d.~vebped by Schafroth. 3 > It is shown that the effect of the long-range part of the Coulomb interactions on the diamagnetism is rather small and the increase in the magnitude of the diamagnetic susceptibility for Na amounts to 6 percent. §2. Collective description of electron interaction in a magnetic field
We consider a system of electrons in a magnetic field embedded in a background of uniform positive charge whose density is equal to that of the electrons. The Hamiltonian of our system may be written as where ~-t=p1 +_:__A(x1), A(xi) being the vector potential of the magnetic field. The c second term corresponds to the Coulomb interactions expanded as a of unit volume (since we are working in a box of· unit volume) . mation over k denotes a sum in which k = 0 is excluded.* Following Bohm and Pines, we shall introduce an equivalent (2 · 1). Our equivalent Hamiltonian is given by
with the associated set of subsidiary conditions :
Fourier series in a box The prime in the sumHamiltonian instead of (2·2)
where Ek=k/lkl·k, is the maximum momentum, beyond which the organiz:d oscillation is not possible. According to the estimation by Bohm and Pines, k, for Na is"-0.68 p 0 , where Po is the Fermi momentum.
The equivalence of ( 2 · 2) with ( 2 · 1) may be seen by applying the unitary transformation f])=Scf;, where
We shall split up the third term in (2 · 2) into two parts. That part for which k+l=O is given by where n is the total number of electrons. We shall neglect the remaining part for which k + l ~ 0 (random phase approximation) .
Let us introduce the creation and destruction operators for the collective field a" and 4, which is defin~d by "' We shall drop this prime in the remamder of this paper.
Coulomb Interactions ond the Diamagnetism of Free Electrons
The commutation relations are given by
(2·6) (2·7)
In terms of these variables, we write our Hamiltonian and subsidiary conditions as
In order to eliminate the field-particle interaction H.., we consider a canonical transformation from our operators ( x1, p;, ak, a%) to a new set of operators (X;, P, A~c, At).
The relation between these two sets may be written as
The generating function of our canonical transformation is given by 
In obtaining (2 ·16), we have neglected a number of terms which are quadratic in the field variables and are multiplied by a phase · factor with a nonvanishing argument exp
The second term in Heler.trum which may be interpreted as a sum of the self energies of electrons, becoms approximatelr> (2 ·18) where n 1 =47rk0 3 j3h 3 • Therefore we find where m*=m X 3n/ (3n-n 1 ). Thus the "new" electrons behave as if they had an effective mass m*, which is slightly larger than the "bar~" electron mass. Hr.p. describes very weak electron-electron interaction. We may safely disregard Hr.p. in comparison with the screened Coulomb interactions in considering the effects of electron-electron interactions.
Our new subsidiary conditions in lowest order of our canonical transformation are given by
It should be noted that in our new representation, the subsidiary condition (2 · 20) continue to commute with the Hamiltonian (2 ·16) within the approximations we have made. This follows since the commutation relations are unchanged by a canonical transformation. Now let us consider the current density operator, which is given by
The effect of our transformation on the current density op~rator may be obtained in similar fashion. Our new current density operator is given by 
(k) (ll;;-k)iJ(x-X;;) +iJ(x-X;;)ll;;A;;(k) -A;;(k)iJ(x-X;;)
In obtaining ( 2 · 23c), we have neglected a number of terms, which are multiplied by A% A1, A kAt* (k ~ 1), A kAt or A% At*. These terms make no contribution to the magnetic moment as will be seen in the next section.
We have treated w as a pure number thus far, although we see from (2 ·14) that (I) is, in fact, an operator since it contains n.. we have ignored this fact in carrying out our canonical transformation. This approximation is justified, because the dependence of
We shall define Hermitian operators ~% and fi by
where h. c. means Hermitian conjugate. Since H commute with ~~ within our approximation, a set of normalized orthogonal eigenfunctions of H forms an orthonormal set of simultaneous eigenfunctions of H and ~~4) :
The true eigenfunctions of our system correspond to those with ~·',! = 0 :
~f~Jlno=O.
The mean current density at temperature T is given by 
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A perturbation tre<etment of the magnetic field leads to a linear relationship between the current density i ( x) and the magnetic field :
Written in momentum space, this reads Gauge invariance and the equation of continuity require
then ( 3 · 6) can be written as
twhere H =rot A ( x) . Hence the susceptibility X may be obtained by the relation X= a 0 • fljc.
As we are concerned with the effect of the long-range part of the Coulomb interactions on the Landau diamagnetism, we shall ()mit the screened Coulomb interactions. Furthermore we m<ey disregard the states in which plasma oscillations are excited, because the values of he energies of plasma quanta are for alkali metals of the order of severa:l electron volts.
Therefore our Hamiltonian may be given by 
a-refers to the electron spin and takes on two values corresponding to the two orientations of the electron spin. We have put (3 ·16) so that
The subsidiary conditions are given by
where
Here we have neglected the dependence of tr on the magnetic field. The justification for this approximation is shown in Appendex II.
We next consider the current density operator which is given by ( 2 · 22). Since the states in which plasma oscillations are excited are disregarded among the terms which appear in ]< 2 J (x) as quadratic in the collective field variables only the terms which are multiplied by AkA'f need to be retained. J<IJ (x) is linear in the collective field variables, therefore it contributes to the magnetic moment, when combined with He.p.· As we are going to calculate the mean current density to the first order in the magnetic field, we need only the zeroth order terms in the magnetic field in J<IJ ( x). Thus we have In obtaining (3·21c), (3·21d) and (3·21e), we have approximated 1/(n(l)-k·Dim +f2/2m) by 1/nw and we have replaced A~cA~c* by I because of (A~cA~*),•ac=(I+AfA~c)vac =I. The terms which depend on two electron coordinates in ]< 2 > ( x) cancel with each other to the first order in the magnetic field.
If we label the eigenstates of lfo by ).1; ).1 1 , ).1 11 , • • • and call the corresponding eigenvalues of H 0 : E., E,,, E,,, ... and if we apply the perturbation method 3 >, we get the following expression for the mean current density to the first order in the magnetic field : (3 ·24) where !1 0 is the thermodynamic potential of the unperturbed system, and !1' ond !Je.p. are the corrections to the thermodynamic potential due to H' and He.p. in first order respectively. (na(u)a(f;;) ),.. * The process sl-,cwn in Fig. 1 , which describes a two-step process leading back to the initial state :
= (1j2n)"'J'IIdi.t d;,;;(exp i~().Z fZ +).;; fi) )~~'•
p~p+k~p, contribute to the terms which are quadratic in Ak±· The contributions to the fourth order terms in ,lk± come from the processes shown in Fig. 2 . Fig. 2a describes a two-electron process in wh1ch each electron suffers scatterings like those shown in Fig. 1 . Fig. 2b corresponds to four-step processes of one electron : p-7p+k~p~p+k'~p,etc. The ratio of the magnitude of the contributions from the processes shown m Fig. 2b and Fig. 2a is of the order of 2J g2(k,p)g2
a,p,k,kl <kc a,p.k<k0
(1-np+ka)J2-0(1/n). ln general, the leading terms in 2n-th order terms in ).k± correspond to the processes in which each of n electrons su'fers scatterings like those shown in Fig. 1 . Terms cfo:!d powers in ).k± do not contribute, because they are odd functiOns and so the integrals vanish.
(3·31)
where we have neglect~d. terms of the order of 1/n as compared with the terms of the order of 1.
-----~ ..
Substituting (3 · 31) int:> (3 · 26), we obtain
-----e. In (3 · 27) the part for which II=IJ 1 is proportional to iA(x)dx, which can be made to vanish by a gauge transformation. Accordingly we find
(H!),,, corresponds to an inelastic scattering of one electron (p~p+k). This momentum change must be compensated by ~;. Then the integral is seen to be of the form because Therefore H. Kanazawa We now proceed to calculate the mean current density. We shall split up the mean current density (3 · 24) into two parts: the i1 (x) for which 1.1=11 1 and the remaining part i 2 (x) for which 1.1~1. 
kl ).j';,-).;_,.,).f, +i).t-kl ).,:;; +i).jj
1 1 • (a) i1 (x) i1 (x) ~~(1/2rr)"' f fl d).tJ).; '£ [1/2 · ( {i~ (Atft +).;f;;) }2) .. ]" jn! ' lol J n-=0 = .. ~}_1/2rr)"'1 ffdltd).;;~[ -1/B·r'JJ_,.f(k, r) {nr0 (1-nr+ko) k0 >o +nr+ko(l-nro)} (). 2 % +A 2 k") ]"jn! · exp .B[(~nro+fl0 -~c(r)nro] ro ra X[-(l/mc) (1 +a)A(x)~n,o po +r(ljmc) (o/i) 2 grad div A(x) ~n,0 po -(lj4mm*c)~(1+a-rif) (2p-q)e-•11i·qoo pqo XA(q)·(2p-q) 1-exp.B{c(p)-c(p-a)} n,"(l-n,_qo) c(p) -c(p-q) -~(e 4 j2m 4 c) (ljow)2(27l"OjaJ)[2kE,.· (p-k/2) { (p · q) (81
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Carrying out the summations over n 11 a, using (3 · 32) and transforming to the momentum space, we get for the kernel, which is defined by (3 · 7), (3. 39) where KIL/(q) is the contribution to the kernel from J(x) and J( 2 l(x), and K.,_/'(q) is that from J(lJ ( x) . They are given by where
~===-fiw+k·p/m-P/2m.
Performing the summations, we get the following gauge invariant expressions for the kernels (see Appendix I)
and K=kc/ p0, Po being the Fermi momentum. In ( 3 · 43) and ( 3 · 44) we have neglected terms which vanish as T ~0.
The susceptibility is given by
where p.=efij2mc is the Bohr magneton and Xo is the diamagnetic susceptibility for the perfect electron gas. From (3·22) and (3·23) we get Xo (a+ 8m*(r) "'-0.077 Xo -x0E--0.02lz0
Llxo!Xo"'-0.056.
In carrying out the summations over npa in (3 · 38), we have neglected the cases where rrr or r+krr in (fia(~t)a(~J;) >~~coincides with prr, p-qrr or p-k-qrr. These cases represent the effect of the subsidiary conditions. However this effect is very small.
It can be shown that the contribution to the susceptibility is of the order of LIX 0 /;;: Since ~r do not depend Hence the sole contribution
As the momentum change mean current density on the this one electron process to the mean current density vanishes.
on th: collective field variables, J 0 <I> ( x) makes no contribution. comes from the terms which contain (J 0 (x) +Jo < 2 > (x) )(H').
of th ~ electron by ~t is ± k ( k < kc) , the dependence of the vector potential of the magnetic field is of the form (3. 49) i. e., there are no Fourier components with k > k.. Therefore this current density has nothing to do with the Landau diamagnestism. Thus we find that our final result is given by We have developed the collective description of the behavior of electrons in the magnetic field and have investigated the effect of the long-range part of the Coulomb interactions on the Landau diamagnetism. It has been shown that the long-range part of the Coulomb interactions slightly increases the magnitude of the diamagnetic susceptibility. Our model may be applied to alkali metals because the effect of the periodicity of the crystal lattice may be taken into account by the replacement of the electron mass m by m.tr 5 > Our result is qualitatively in agreement with that obtained by Pines.* Pines 6 > has calculated the energy of one electron in the absence of the magnetic field and inserted it into the formula for the diamagnetic susceptibility. He has estimated the increase in the magnitude of the diamagnetic susceptibility for alkali metal to be about 10 percent.
The experimental value of the diamagnetic susceptibility for Na seems to be considerably smaller than the theoretical one, therefore other effects would have to be considered. The screened Coulomb interactions, of which effect we have not considered in the present paper, would not have a much effect on the diamagnetism. However this effect remains to be examined.
The author wishes to express his sincere thanks to Professors S. Tomonaga, M.
Nogami and R. Kubo for helpful discussions.
Expanding (AI) in powers of q, we get
Replacing the summations over p by the integration, we obtain
Inserting ( A3) into ( A2) , we get
-fv(l-fv-Tc-q), r;+p
Expanding {1-e~c·~+Pl} /(7J+P) in powers of p, we get 1-e'C"IJ+Pl (A6)
Also we find Inserting (A6) and (A7) into (AS), we obtain (3·41), which yields in the limit of
where we have put 7}~ -bw. The integrations over p and k are elementary, but tedious. For example the first term becomes which, with the help of ( 3 · 26), can be written as n = (.}-1 ___!__ log ("-~oo.
~''
a,
The insertion of (3 · 32) into (A10) gives (A9)
The second term tends to zero as T ~0. Therefore
Appendix IT
The subsidiary conditions are given by ( 3 · 1):
~%=!~{ We see that the integral is of the form which vanishes. 
Appendix III
We need to consider only the processes in which one electron suffers an inelastic scattering (the elastic scattering should be excluded) by H' and another electron is scattered inelastically by ] 0 (x) +10 ' 2 J (x).
If the inelastic scattering of two electrons (p1, p2~p1 ±k, p 2 ±k) is done by H' and J +J' 2 l, (JJ(}(~t)(J(~-;;) )w, must correspond to the scattering (p1 ± k, p2 ± k~pi> p 2 ).
Then the expression for the mean current density contains the factor 
